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tough, talented, courageous, 
caring, dedicated

Tricky Jobs 



ALL JOBS ARE GOOD 



a. “I would never ignore a sick animal, even if it          
      was dangerous enough to kill me.” 

b. “I just wish they didn't take so long to mend.”

c. “If I didn’t know how to handle some animals, 
      I would probably have permanent scars by 
       now.”
 
d. “Many times in the past, if I hadn’t had a 
      partner I could trust, I would have fallen and  
      probably hurt myself seriously.” 

e. “If the enemy had caught us, they would have 
      killed us.” 

the vet

the trapeze artist

the combat soldier

the vet

the trapeze artist



1 risk a rely on
2 instrument b very many

3 depend on c treat

4 tough d difficult
5 countless e danger

6 thrill f doctor for animals

7 vet g excitement
8 profession h job

9 handle i tool
10 courageous j brave



Singers have a very 1)_______job because they 
have to travel a great deal and often have to 
perform late at night. Their lives are often 2) 
_________however, since  they meet many 
famous people and get lots of public attention. 
A singer’s job can be very 3) _________ 
especially if a song becomes a hit, but it can 
also be very 4) _________ because they have to 
continue to perform well, otherwise they will 
no longer be successful.

tiring, exciting, stressful, rewarding

tiring

exciting

stressful

rewarding



waiter, doctor, policeman, 
postman, flight attendant, 
teacher, farmer, builder, 
secretary, pilot, fire-fighter



It’s a tiring job as you have to stand on your feet 
all day long. Also/In addition to this/What is 
more/Furthermore/Moreover/
Besides this, you have to work on Saturdays.

Joining similar ideas

Joining contrasting ideas
• It's a dangerous job because you might get burnt. 
However/On the other hand/Nevertheless, you do get 
long holidays.
• Although/In spite of the fact (that) Despite the fact 
(that) it is a difficult job, it is very poorly paid.
• In spite of/Despite being a difficult job, it is very poor 
ly paid.
• It's a difficult job, yet/but it is poorly paid.



Working on a boat is exciting. However, mending the nets is 
tiring.
It’s exhausting as I work long hours. Moreover, it is not a 
well-paid job.
Although I like my job, I can’t stand travelling all the time.
It’s a very dangerous job, yet it is rewarding to know that you 
have saved people.
It’s a very sociable job. Moreover, it’s well paid.
You need to be qualified. Furthermore, you have to be older.
Despite the fact that his job involves many risks, he decided to 
renew his contract.
It is a tiring job. Also, it takes a lot of physical strength.

Also/In addition to this/What is more/Furthermore/Moreover/
Besides this/ However/On the other hand/Nevertheless/ 

Although/In spite of the fact (that) Despite the fact (that)/ In 
spite of/Despite/ yet/but



1. It’s a risky job. It is poorly paid.
2. It’s an interesting job. I earn a lot of money.
3. It’s very tiring because you spend all day in front 
of a com puter. It’s boring as you do the same thing 
all the time. 
4. It’s an exciting job. You travel a lot which is 
exhausting.
5. It’s not a steady job. It’s not well paid.

Also/In addition to this/What is more/Furthermore/
Moreover/Besides this/ However/On the other hand/ 
Nevertheless/ Although/In spite of the fact (that) 
Despite the fact (that)/ In spite of/Despite/ yet/but



NEWS REPORTER
advantages
_________
interesting

reasons
travel around and meet lots of ___________
the news stories I do are ________________
every day

disadvantages
stressful
_________

reasons
have to do everything in a very _______time
often work in places where there are wars

SURGEON
advantages
_________
rewarding

reasons
the job needs a lot of skill
it’s great being able to_______people’s lives

disadvantages
_________
stressful

reasons
work long, unsteady hours 
responsible for people’s lives

exciting people
different

dangerous
 short 

well paid
 save 

tiring



                 (advantages and disadvantages)
Before writing a composition about the advantages and 
disadvantages of a certain topic you should make a list 
of the good and bad points, giving reasons for each one. 
Start your composition by briefly stating the topic, then 
present the points for and against in two separate 
paragraphs, giving reasons. End your composition by 
restating the fact that the topic has both advantages and 
disadvantages. Remember to use appropriate linking 
words (e.g. furthermore, to start with, also, what is more, 
on the other hand, in conclusion, etc). Also begin each 
paragraph with a topic sentence (a sentence which 
summarises what the paragraph is about).

WRITING TIP



Introduction 
Paragraph 1: state topic
Main body
Paragraph 2: list the advantages and give 
                        reasons 
Paragraph 3: list the disadvantages and give 
                        reasons 
Conclusion
Paragraph 4: restate the fact that there are both 
                        advantages and disadvantages 

Plan



Write an article about the 
advantages and disadvantages 
of being either a reporter or a 
surgeon. Use the notes and the 
plan to write your article. The 
beginning and ending as well 
as the linking words/phrases 
have been written for you. 
Underline the topic sentences 
after you have written your 
composition.

HOMEWORK



Have you ever considered becoming a_______________?
There are many advantages and disadvantages to doing 
this kind of job.
One of the main advantages of being a __________is that
_____________because   _______________.Furthermore,
___________________________as ___________________. 
However, there are disadvantages to becoming a _______
Firstly _______________________ because___________ .
In addition to this,________________ as _____________.
All things considered, becoming a _________________ is
a good idea, as long as you are aware of the drawbacks.



Continue the sentences: 
1.На уроке я работал…
2.Своей работой на уроке я…
3.Урок для меня показался…
4.За урок я…
5.Мое настроение…
6.Материал урока мне был…
7.Домашнее задание мне кажется…



Интернет ресурсы:
 1. http://pro-extrim.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/4143468.jpg - изображение парашютиста
2. http://www.etoday.ru/2007/09/08/panda_sandiego.jpg   - изображение ветеринара
3. http://0.s.dziennik.pl/pliki/5869000/5869422-gimnastyczka-cyrkowa-643-482.jpg
  - изображение воздушной гимнастки
4. http://img1.liveinternet.ru/images/attach/c/2/65/73/65073523_hirurg_200309_580_no.jpg - 
изображение хирурга
 5. http://bilder.desired.de/b/62/70/98/60/id_62709860/tid_da/journalistin.jpg - изображение репортёра
6.http://boombob.ru/resize.php?id=86558&num=1&width=515&height=386.67774086379  - 
изображение учителя
7. http://www.angolcenter.hu/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/policeman.gif  - изображение полицейского
8.  http://900igr.net/up/datai/263351/0006-006-.jpg - изображение строителя
9. http://i.mirdetstva5.ru/u/87/1b4534f08a11e493f3b59ab8210487/-/3.jpg - изображение пожарного
10. http://89.img.avito.st/1280x960/1649595789.jpg - изображение официантки
11. http://www.proza.ru/pics/2011/06/18/596.gif  - изображение почтальона
12. http://img2.imgbb.ru/f/9/3/f933f94c723f4ec0b0e851c4590e572e.jpg - изображение доктора
13. http://domkartinok.ru/_ph/125/2/711428499.jpg?1428332981 – изображение стюардессы
14. http://dolgivernu.ru/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/fermer3.jpg  – изображение фермера
15. http://50.img.avito.st/640x480/1101522750.jpg – изображение секретаря
16. 
http://thumbs.dreamstime.com/x/%D0%BF%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%BE%D1%82-%D1%81%D0%B0
%D0%BC%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%B5%D1%82%D0%B0-23969805.jpg  – изображение пилота
17. http://www.funlib.ru/cimg/2014/102010/5316031 – изображение людей разных профессий


